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 2017-2018 


 
West Virginia Delta Theta 


 
Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 


 
  
 


A. Initiations 
 
Selection Process: To be inducted into the West Virginia Delta Theta Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, 
the induction requirements must be met (listed below). The list of those who qualify are then 
brought to the current members at a meeting. There, they determine if each candidate upholds the 
character and integrity expected of a member of Pi Tau Sigma.  All students that meet the 
requirements of the chapter to join are then invited to the initiation ceremony.  
 
Requirements from all Initiates: The top 25% of the junior and senior class was considered for 
induction. It was also confirmed that potential inductees were at least halfway through the 
mechanical engineering curriculum, based upon their transcripts. This had to be added because in 
more than one case, transfers to the department who had not passed any MAE courses, 
technically met all the other academic requirements.  
 
Ceremony and Rituals: The ceremonies for this chapter take place in a classroom in the 
evenings. The inductees are required to meet in a separate classroom and perform some ice-
breaker activities and team building exercises.  They are then led to the classroom where the 
lights are off and several candles have been lit. We used dim florescent bulbs to light up posters 
showing the key and coat of arms which are placed at the front of the room. The current 
members are lined up at the front of the room while the inductees sit facing the front. Once they 
are seated, the Pi Tau Sigma rituals are followed and the inductees become members. An 
induction fee of $65 was collected from each initiate. 
 
Celebration: After the ceremony, the chapter pays for a meal for all to attend. Pizza, chips, and 
drinks were served after both inductions this academic year  
 
Fall Induction: The Fall induction took place on November 30th, 2017 at 5pm. Five new 
members were inducted. 
 
 
Spring Induction: The spring induction took place April 24th, 2018.  Three new members were 
inducted.  
 
New Members:  Even though our chapter size is very small compared to other colleges, we have 
close to a 100% acceptance rate of students who are eligible and invited to join our chapter.  We, 
as a chapter, strive to make sure all mechanical engineering students know about our great 







organization and try to help them succeed in their school life so that they can one day be eligible 
to join.  
 
B. Chapter Activities 


 
At West Virginia University Institute of Technology, the members of Pi Tau Sigma meet every 
other week to discuss campus events, engineering news, and plan activities to improve the 
development of our fellow members and classmates. Listed below are the activities the chapter 
was involved in during the 2017-2018 school year.  
 
Meetings: This year the chapter continued meeting bi-weekly to go through our normal chapter 
duties, discuss engineering related topics, and plan events.  A previous initiative in which 
members presented a new technology or design that relates to the mechanical engineering field 
is discussed during meetings as a way to ensure all members understand what great things 
mechanical engineers can achieve. It can be about any current going on in the world of 
engineering (new tech, failures, career tips, etc.) When there were no volunteers to present, this 
part of the meeting was replaced with an interesting video form Destin Sandlin, a mechanical 
engineer from Alabama who operates the Smarter Every Day You Tube channel.  
 


https://www.youtube.com/user/destinws2 
 
Convention: We secured school funding that allowed us to attend the national convention using 
very little of the honor society’s money. This allowed us to use the money collected from new 
initiates to provide a meal after the initiations, customized chapter polos to our members, and 
graduation cords to our seniors at no charge. The dean of the college of engineering, dean of 
students, and the college’s Student Government Association provided funding for a rental 
vehicle, hotel, and travel expenses for the trip to Miami, FL. Five members attended the national 
convention. A picture of us on the Miami campus is shown below. We gathered a lot of 
knowledge from the presenters and other chapter members.  We brought back many of the ideas 
relating to community outreach, social, and fundraising events back to our local chapter to help 
us reach out to more people who might not know our organization.  We are working hard every 
semester to host more events and improve our relations with other organizations on our campus.  
 
 



https://www.youtube.com/user/destinws2





 
 
 
Design Exposition: WVU Tech’s ASME and Pi Tau Sigma organizations collaborate on a big 
event at the end of each year where all engineering students showcase their senior projects to 
members of the industry, community, and university. The fourth annual event took place April 
19th, 2018 and nearly 200 people attended.  
 
https://www.wvutech.edu/news/2018/04/20/student-design-expo-highlights-research-projects  
 
ME Luncheon: Pi Tau Sigma took a leadership role in the annual mechanical department 
luncheon. The event was held on April 17th, 2018. The luncheon was highly supported by the 
department.  At this year’s luncheon, we honored Dr. Panta, our current PTS advisor and beloved 
professor of mechanical engineering. He has worked hard in organizing our chapter and helping 
us achieve funding for various events. We invited all mechanical engineering students and 
faculty to the event, so it was a great networking opportunity for students to get to know their 
peers and professors. Pi Tau Sigma received a mini grant from the student government 
association to provide pizza, drinks, and cake to those in attendance. The grant also allowed us to 
purchase a plaque for Dr. Panta.  
 


 



https://www.wvutech.edu/news/2018/04/20/student-design-expo-highlights-research-projects






PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 2012-2013 


 West Virginia Delta Theta 


A. Initiations 


Our initiation process started off with the president and vice president briefly 
introducing our chapter to new students. Soon after the brief introduction, we 
then proceed to nominate and elect suitable candidates for positions available. 
The ceremony ended when the election was over. This was then followed by a 
simple celebration at the Mexican restaurant in front of our school.  


B. Chapter Activities 


Due to the small size of our chapter, we did not organize any activities during the 
academic year nor any chapter meeting other than initiation. 


	  








West Virginia Delta Theta 
West Virginia University Institute of Technology, 


Montgomery, WV 
Chartered Nov. 3, 1973. reg# 3299. 


 
Goals for 2007-2008 


The goals of the chapter for 2007-2008 were 
to continue to promote the professional growth 
and development of its members, increase 
membership rates, and increase the level and 
quality of our activity on campus. 


Activities 
In November of 2007, WV Delta Theta 
initiated five new members to continue to 
grow and develop our chapter of Pi Tau 
Sigma. 
 
Members of WV Delta Theta took part in 
activities such as the Mechanical Engineering 
Student Advisory Board meetings, which help 
to insure that curriculum in our program 
remains relevant to student needs. 
 
Members also attended ME Industry Advisory 
Board meetings, which unite Alumni in 
industry with current students.  These 
activities serve to align the ME program with 
industry needs and to develop current students 
professionally. 


Graduates 
David Johnston – Steel of West Virginia, 


Huntington, WV 
Andrew Ramey – Steel of West Virginia, 


Huntington, WV 
Paul Shaffer – Augusta Engineering, South 


Charleston, WV 
Steven Shrewsbury – Aberdeen Test Center, 


Maryland, Testing Engineer 
Jared Woofter – Alcan Aluminum, 


Ravenswood, WV 
Awards & Recognition 


Unfortunately, no awards were given during 
the 2007-2008 period. 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Brian Gibson David Johnston 
Jarrett Jones Andrew Ramey 
Jared Woofter 


Spring 2008 Pledges  
Transfer of Responsibilities 


Upon graduation, Steven Shrewsbury stepped 
down from the presidency of Pi Tau Sigma 
and Brian Gibson was installed as the new 
leader after a chapter vote. 
 


Jarrett Jones became the new Treasurer of our 
chapter of Pi Tau Sigma. 


Plans for 2008-2009 
The plan for 2008-2009 will be to initiate 
more members to sustain the growth of WV 
Delta Theta. 
 
The chapter also plans to organize an on-
campus work-out group to promote health and 
well-being while students are away from home 
and in college. 


Chapter Officers 
President Steven Shrewsbury 
Vice President  
Treasurer Paul Shaffer 
Secretary   


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Govindappa Puttaiah 


Contact Information 
www.wvutech.edu/me/cluborg.html# 
Govindappa.Puttaiah@mail.wvu.edu 


Reporter 
Brian Gibson 
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West Virginia Delta Theta 
West Virginia University Institute of Technology, 


Montgomery, WV 
Chartered Nov. 3, 1973. reg# 3299. 


 
Goals for 2008-2009 


The goals of the chapter for 2008-2009 were 
to continue to promote the professional growth 
and development of its members, increase 
membership rates, and increase the level and 
quality of our activity on campus. 


Activities 
Members of WV Delta Theta took part in 
activities such as the Mechanical Engineering 
Student Advisory Board meetings, which help 
to insure that curriculum in our program 
remains relevant to student needs. 
 
Members also attended ME Industry Advisory 
Board meetings, which unite Alumni in 
industry with current students.  These 
activities serve to align the ME program with 
industry needs and to develop current students 
professionally. 
 
Members also met on campus in the evenings 
to run and/or lift weights to promote healthy 
living while in college. 


Graduates 
Brian Gibson – Vanderbilt University Grad 


School, Nashville, TN 
Jarrett Jones - Undecided 


Awards & Recognition 
Unfortunately, no awards were given during 


the 2008-2009 period. 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 
Spring 2009 Pledges 
  Samuel Brunetti  Timothy Drennen 
  Kendrell Fuller  Joshua Gingerich 
  Matthew Green  Ross Martin 
  Lacy Reed  Kristopher Williams 
Transfer of Responsibilities 


Upon graduation, Brian Gibson stepped down 
as president of the chapter, and Samuel 
Brunetti was elected the new president. 
 
Lacy Reed was elected the new Vice President 
of the chapter. 
 
Kristopher Williams was elected the new 
secretary of the chapter. 
 
Ross Martin was elected the new treasurer of 
the chapter. 
 


Before graduation, the new president was 
instructed on the typical semester activities, 
and all new officers met with the chapter 
advisor to discuss routine duties. 


Plans for 2009-2010 
The plan for 2009-2010 will be to initiate 
more members to sustain the growth of WV 
Delta Theta. 
 
The chapter also plans to become more 
involved with campus activities to raise 
awareness of the chapter’s presence on 
campus. 


Chapter Officers 
President Brian Gibson 
Vice President  
Treasurer Jarrett Jones 
Secretary   


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Govindappa Puttaiah 


Contact Information 
www.wvutech.edu/me/cluborg.html# 
Govindappa.Puttaiah@mail.wvu.edu 


Reporter 
Brian Gibson 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2018-2019 


 


 West Virginia Delta Theta 


 


A. Initiations 


 


Selection Process: To be inducted into the West Virginia Delta Theta Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, 


the induction requirements must be met (listed below) and the list of those who qualify are then 


brought to the current members at a meeting. There, they determine if each candidate upholds the 


character and integrity expected of a member of Pi Tau Sigma.  


 


Requirements from all Initiates: The top 25% of the junior and senior classes were considered 


for induction into Pi Tau Sigma.  It was also confirmed that potential inductees had enough 


credits to be considered junior standing.  Potential initiates who met these criteria also met the 


additional requirement of a 3.25/4.0 GPA. 


 


Ceremony and Rituals: The ceremonies for this chapter take place in a classroom in the 


evenings. The inductees are required to meet in the Mechanical Engineering Lounge and are then 


led to the room where the lights are off and candles have been lit. Additionally, the posters and 


coat of arms are set up. The current members sit at tables in a semi-circle at the front of the room 


while the inductees sit at a table facing the active members. Once they are seated, the Pi Tau 


Sigma rituals are followed and the inductees become members. An induction fee of $65 was 


collected from each initiate. 


 


Celebration: After the ceremony, the chapter pays for a meal for all to attend. Pizza, chips, and 


drinks were served after both inductions this academic year  


 


  







Fall Induction: The induction for the Fall initiates took place on January 24th, 2019 at 5 pm.  


The fall induction had to be moved to the beginning of the spring semester, due to obtaining the 


list of eligible initiates late.  The new members were recorded in the chapter roll book.  


 


 


Spring Induction: The induction for the Spring initiates took place on April 4th, 2019 at 5:30 


pm.  During this induction, three members were initiated. The new members were recorded in 


the chapter roll book. 


 


 
 


  


B. Chapter Activities 


 


At West Virginia University Institute of Technology, the members of Pi Tau Sigma meet 


consistently thought the academic year to discuss campus events and plan activities to improve 


the development of our fellow classmates. Listed below are the activities the chapter was 


involved in during the 2018-2019 academic year.  


 


Convention: We secured school funding that allowed us to attend the national convention in 


Fort Collins, CO using very little of the honor society’s money. This allowed us to use the 


money collected from new initiates to provide a meal after the initiations, polos to our members. 


The dean of the college of engineering and the Student Government Association helped cover the 


travel expenses to Fort Collins. Two members attended the convention. The member that 


attended the convention had a great experience and came back to campus with great ideas about 


how to improve our chapter. 


 







 
 


Group Pictures: The tradition of taking a group picture was continued. Members donated their 


photography skills as well as a print to display. 


 


Elementary School Outreach Program: 


Three Pi Tau Sigma members and our chapter adviser volunteered at a local elementary school to 


lecture on the engineering design process.  During this outreach event, Pi Tau Sigma members 


lectured to a 5th grade classes about the engineering design process.   Following the lecture, a 


design challenge was presented to the classes in which the kids were challenged to design and 


build a paper table that could support a large book.  This event was a great way for our members 


to get involved and make a difference in the local community. 


 


 


ME Professor Appreciation Assembly: Pi Tau Sigma organized the annual mechanical 


department assembly. The event was held on April 24th, 2019. The event was highly supported 


by the department chair and he helped us get the word out. At this year’s assembly, Pi Tau Sigma 


invited all mechanical students and professors to attend.  The event was a great networking 







opportunity for students to get to know their peers and professors.  Pi Tau Sigma collaborated 


with ASME to provide pizza and drinks for those in attendance. 


 


ME Professor of the Year 


This year Pi Tau Sigma continued the tradition of voting and selecting a mechanical engineering 


professor of the year.  This year the award was given to Dr. Church, for his outstanding 


commitment to the students at West Virginia University Institute of Technology. The chapter 


presented him a plaque at the ME Professor Appreciation Assembly to commemorate the 


occasion 













PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2016-2017 
 


 West Virginia Delta Theta 
 


A. Initiations 
 
Selection Process: To be inducted into the West Virginia Delta Theta Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, 
the induction requirements must be met (listed below) and the list of those who qualify are then 
brought to the current members at a meeting. There, they determine if each candidate upholds the 
character and integrity expected of a member of Pi Tau Sigma.  
 
Requirements from all Initiates: The top 35% of the senior class was considered for induction. 
In the fall the top 25% of the junior class was considered for induction. In the spring the top 33% 
of the junior class was considered for induction. It was also confirmed that potential inductees 
were at least halfway through the mechanical curriculum. This had to be added because in more 
than one case, transfers to the department who had not passed any MAE courses technically met 
all the other academic requirements. In our case, potential initiates who met these criteria also 
met the additional requirement of a 3.25 GPA. 
 
Ceremony and Rituals: The ceremonies for this chapter take place in a classroom in the 
evenings. The inductees are required to meet in the Mechanical Engineering Lounge and are then 
led to the room where the lights are off and candles have been lit. We used dim florescent bulbs 
to light up posters showing the key and coat of arms. The current members are lined up at the 
front of the room while the inductees sit facing the front. Once they are seated, the Pi Tau Sigma 
rituals are followed and the inductees become members. An induction fee of $60 was collected 
from each initiate. 
 
Celebration: After the ceremony, the chapter pays for a meal for all to attend. Pizza, chips, and 
drinks was served after both inductions this academic year  
 
  







Fall Induction: The Fall induction took place on November 29th, 2017 at 5pm. Four new 
members were inducted in the fall. 
 


 







Spring Induction: The first Spring induction took place on April 5th, 2016 at 5pm where three 
members were inducted. The second Spring induction took place on April 9th, 2016 at 2pm 
where one member was inducted. A total of four new members were inducted in the spring. This 
is the first induction where a roll book was kept and logged. 


 
 
  
B. Chapter Activities 
 
At West Virginia University Institute of Technology, the members of Pi Tau Sigma meet every 
other week to discuss campus events, engineering news, and plan activities meant to improve 
the development of our fellow classmates. Listed below are the activities the chapter was 
involved in during the 2016-2017 school year.  
 
Ice Breaker: This year the chapter continued a previous initiative where members presented a 
new technology or design they learned about recently. It can be about any current going on in 
the world of engineering (new tech, failures, career tips, etc.) When there were no volunteers to 
present, this part of the meeting was replaced with an interesting video form Destin Sandlin, a 
mechanical engineer from Alabama who operates the Smarter Every Day You Tube channel.  
 


https://www.youtube.com/user/destinws2 
 







Convention: We secured school funding that allowed us to attend the national convention using 
very little of the honor society’s money. This allowed us to use the money collected from new 
initiates to provide a meal after the initiations, polos to our members, and cords to our seniors at 
no charge. The dean of the college of engineering provided funding for a rental vehicle and the 
Student Government Association helped cover our other expenses. Six members attended the 
convention. We learned many best practices from the convention and came back to campus 
ready to make our chapter better. 
 


 
 
Group Pictures: The tradition of taking a group picture was continued. Members donated their 
photography skills as well as a print to display. 
 
Letter from Previous President: Brett Floyd, the previous president of our chapter was invited 
to come back to speak about his duties in the automotive industry. However, the travel time was 
too long, so he wrote us an excellent letter describing his current duties instead. The letter was 
read as part of our March 30th, 2017 meeting. 
 
Design Exposition: WVU Tech’s ASME and Pi Tau Sigma organizations collaborate on a big 
event at the end of the year where all engineering students showcase their senior projects to 







members of the industry, community, and university. The third annual event took place April 
13th, 2017 and nearly 200 people attended.  
 


http://www.wvutech.edu/news/2017/04/18/student-design-expo-highlights-research-and-
design-efforts-of-more-than-50-golden-bears 


 
 
ME Luncheon: Pi Tau Sigma took a leadership role in the annual mechanical department 
luncheon. The event was held on April 18th, 2017. The luncheon was highly supported by the 
department chair and he helped us get the word out. At this year’s luncheon, we honored Dr. 
Puttaiah, a former PTS advisor and beloved professor of mechanical engineering. He is retiring 
after nearly 50 years at WVU Tech. We invited all mechanical students and professors to the 
event, so it was a great networking opportunity for students to get to know their peers and 
professors. Pi Tau Sigma received a mini grant from the student government association to 
provide pizza, drinks, and cake to those in attendance. The grant also allowed us to purchase a 
plaque for Dr. Puttaiah.  








West Virginia Delta Theta Annual Report 
2019-2020 


Jayden Dignan-President 
 
For the 2019-2020 academic year, West Virginia Delta Theta had a peculiar year as I am sure 
many chapters did. During this academic year, we were only able to hold one initiation and 
we were not able to hold any of the activities and events that we had planned for the year. We 
did however hold many meetings and take ownership of our very own room on campus 
where we can store memorabilia, study and hold our meetings.  
 
During our Fall initiation on the 7th of November, we were able to initiate 7 Juniors, doubling 
our chapter size. This was very fortunate as we were not able to hold a Spring initiation. 
Before we held our initiation ceremony, I received the list of possible initiates from our 
chapter advisor which I then presented to the other members during one of our meetings. 
During our meeting, we went through the list of all of the eligible members to determine if 
there were any reasons as to why they should not be a member of Pi Tau Sigma. As our 
University is quite small, there are no strangers in our classes, and we all know and help each 
other. There were no objections to any of the possible initiates and as they were all in the top 
25% of their class with the required GPA, they were all sent an invitation into our chapter. If 
there were more initiates, taking the number to over 25%, we would have invited the 
candidates that had the highest GPA, acknowledging them for their hard work and 
achievements.  
 
During our initiation the candidates are led into a dark, candlelit room and all sit down facing 
the officers. After each candidate agrees to uphold the Pi Tau Sigma values and the ceremony 
is concluded, the officers shake each of the new initiates hands using the Pi Tau Sigma 
handshake. We then have light refreshments after the ceremony has finished. A picture of our 
Fall initiation can be seen below.  
 


 
Fall Initiation Ceremony (L-R): Dr. Yogendra Panta, Joseph Hazelwood, Trevor Hawkins, Kieren Samarakoon, Maria 
Gonzalez, Navarre Campbell, Alex Scott, Jayden Dignan, Ana Alonso Olea, Ashton McNicholas, Michael Ecker-Randolph.  







 
As more than half of our chapter members and all of our officers are Fall semester athletes, 
we did not hold any events or activities during this semester as our members were constantly 
travelling for soccer, golf, volleyball, cross country and swimming events. We did however 
hold biweekly meetings to plan activities and events for the Spring semester, as well as 
organizing and cleaning out our new room.  
 
Our first event for the Spring semester was the national convention in Rochester NY. As we 
were able to drive to Rochester, we were able to send 3 members to the convention which 
was fantastic. Our advisor instructed that the president and secretary had to attend the 
convention, so we decided to do an application process for the last position, explaining why 
they wanted to attend the convention and what they hoped to get out of it. The convention 
was a great learning experience for the three members that went, and they were able to take 
some great ideas away with them and implement them back at campus. 
 
The next event that we had organized for the Spring semester was a series of workshops at a 
local elementary school in late March. We were going hold 3 workshops at a local elementary 
school with 4 different members attending each workshop, where we would host fun 
activities such as a bridge building competition using popsicle sticks to help interest young 
kids in engineering. Unfortunately, the elementary schools closed down the week before we 
had arranged to hold these workshops. 
 
Our third event for the semester was going to be an engineering banquet for all engineering 
majors that were a member of their respective organization, e.g. ASME. The purpose of this 
event was to try and increase campus involvement and engineering society members by 
hosting a free dinner and giving a free t-shirt to everyone that joined their respective 
organization and attended the dinner. We were also going to present the professor of the year 
awards for each engineering department at this event. This event was scheduled for April 23, 
but we had already seen an increase in engineering society members through the advertising 
that we had been doing before campus closed. Hopefully the event will be able to run next 
year using the materials that we bought and organized from this year.  
 
The last event for the semester was the annual engineering design expo, where we were going 
to assist ASME in organizing and running the event at the end of April. The design expo had 
struggled slightly since the university shifted campus in 2017, and we wanted to help ASME 
to get it back to where it used to be by providing them with some extra support.  
 
I hope that the next semester is able to resume as normal, and that West Virginia Delta Theta 
is able to have a successful year. Provided the semester resumes as normal, the eligible 
initiates will be invited to join Pi Tau Sigma from the previous semester and the professor of 
the year award will also be presented.  
 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


 2015-2016 


 


 West Virginia Delta Theta 


 


A. Initiations 


 


Selection Process: In order to be inducted into the West Virginia Delta Theta Chapter of Pi Tau 


Sigma, the induction requirements must be met (listed below) and the list of those who qualify 


are then brought to the current members at a meeting. There, they weigh in on the character of 


each candidate. A vote is cast to determine if each candidate upholds the character in integrity 


expected of a member of Pi Tau Sigma.  


 


Requirements from all Initiates: In order to be considered, the hopeful seniors must have a 3.0 


GPA or higher. Juniors must have a GPA of 3.25 or higher. Each candidate must meet the 


requirements of being in the top 35% ranked students in their class. In order to be inducted they 


are required to attend the induction ceremony. 


 


Ceremony and Rituals: The ceremonies for this chapter take place in the Engineering 


Auditorium in the evenings. The inductees are required to meet in the Mechanical Engineering 


Lounge and are then led to the room where the lights are off and candles have been lit. The 


current members are lined up at the front of the room while the inductees sit facing the front. The 


Spring Induction of this chapter included a new ritual where the inductees were required to get 


into alphabetical order without speaking before entering the ceremony room. Once they are 


seated, the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals are then followed and the inductees become members.  


 


Celebration: After the ceremony, the chapter pays for a meal for all to attend. The meal 


typically takes place in the Mechanical Engineering Lounge or at a local restaurant.  


 


Fall Induction: The Fall Induction took place on December 8th, 2015 at 6pm. At this ceremony, 


5 new members were introduced to the chapter. 


 


Spring Induction: The Spring Induction took place on April 13th, 2016 at 6pm. At this 


ceremony, 7 new members were inducted. 


 


  


B. Chapter Activities 


 


At West Virginia University Institute of Technology, the members of Pi Tau Sigma meet every 


other week to discuss campus events, engineering news, and plan activities meant to improve 


the development of our fellow classmates. Listed below are the activities the chapter was able to 


implement during the 2015-2016 school year.  


 







Engineering News: This year, the chapter started a new initiative where every meeting a 


different member presented a new technology or design they learned about recently. It can be 


about any current going on in the world of engineering (new tech, failures, career tips, etc.) 


 


Group Pictures: During the 2014-2015 school year, a tradition was created where the current 


active members of West Virginia Delta Theta wear their black PTS polo shirts and khakis and 


take a group picture. It is then displayed in the Mechanical Engineering Lounge and available 


for purchase. All funds raised go towards sending members to the National Convention. 


 


Graduate School Information Session: One of the professors in the Mechanical Engineering 


department, Dr. Bernhard Bettig, was scheduled to host an information session on November 


12th, 2015 at 1pm. The session provided information on how to apply and what to expect when 


pursuing higher education. 


 


LinkedIn Profile Picture Day: On November 17th, 2015 at 12:30, the Delta Theta chapter 


organized a professional development event where students, faculty, and staff could come get 


their professional head shots taken. The event took place at the Student Success Center and the 


camera was provided by the Media Relations staff. Although the event was provided free of 


charge, there was a bake sale in the room and all proceeds went to the Convention fees.  


 http://cal.wvu.edu/EventList.aspx?fromdate=11/1/2015&todate=11/30/2015&display=M


onth&type=public&eventidn=19732&view=EventDetails&information_id=49673&print


=print 


 


First Year Work Experience Speaker: An alumnus of West Virginia Delta Theta, Derek 


Burdette, came in and gave a presentation on his experience in the field at Jacobs Engineering. 


There was a question and answer period following. 


 


Graduate School Experience Speaker: Another alumnus, Jordan Cox, came in the same day to 


give a presentation on his work done at West Virginia University. 


 


COMSOL Workshop: The advisor for this chapter prepared a free workshop for interested 


members in the basics of the COMSOL software. Categories discussed included: heat transfer, 


electromagnetism, structural mechanics, multi-body dynamics, and fluid flow. 


 


Design Exposition: WVU Tech’s ASME and Pi Tau Sigma organizations collaborate on a big 


event at the end of the year where all engineering students are able to showcase their senior 


projects to members of the industry, community, and university. The second annual event took 


place April 23rd, 2016 and over 200 people attended.  


http://www.wvutech.edu/news_archive/2015/4/20/college-of-engineering-hosts-student-


design-exposition  



http://cal.wvu.edu/EventList.aspx?fromdate=11/1/2015&todate=11/30/2015&display=Month&type=public&eventidn=19732&view=EventDetails&information_id=49673&print=print

http://cal.wvu.edu/EventList.aspx?fromdate=11/1/2015&todate=11/30/2015&display=Month&type=public&eventidn=19732&view=EventDetails&information_id=49673&print=print
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